
 

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT . 1220 SWEETWATER ROAD . INCLINE VILLAGE NV 89451
PH: (775) 832-1203 . FAX: (775) 832-1260 . EMAIL: PW@IVGID.ORG . WWW.IVGIDPUBLICWORKS.ORG

water base $10.00 water base $16.70

water cap improv $14.36 water cap improv $23.98

sewer base $16.52 sewer base $27.59

sewer cap improv $29.86 sewer cap improv $49.87

admin fees $6.90 admin fees $6.90

defensible space $1.05 defensible space $1.05

3/4" base monthly invoice $78.69 1" base monthly invoice $126.09

sewer use $2.90/1000 sewer use $2.90/1000

water use $1.39/1000 water use $1.39/1000

excess water tier 1* $0.97/1000 excess water tier 1* $0.97/1000

excess water tier 2** $1.23/1000 excess water tier 2** $1.23/1000

*use in excess of 20,000 gal no cap *use in excess of 33,400 gal no cap

**use in excess of 60,000 gal no cap **use in excess of 100,200 gal no cap

water base $33.30 water base $53.30

water cap improv $47.82 water cap improv $76.54

sewer base $55.01 sewer base $88.05

sewer cap improv $99.43 sewer cap improv $159.15

admin fees $6.90 admin fees $6.90

defensible space $1.05 defensible space $1.05

1.5" base monthly invoice $243.51 2" base monthly invoice $384.99

sewer use $2.90/1000 sewer use $2.90/1000

water use $1.39/1000 water use $1.39/1000

excess water tier 1* $0.97/1000 excess water tier 1* $0.97/1000

excess water tier 2** $1.23/1000 excess water tier 2** $1.23/1000

*use in excess of 66,600 gal no cap *use in excess of 106,600 gal no cap

**use in excess of 199,800 gal no cap **use in excess of 319,800 gal no cap

Notes: $1.39 billed on all water use 

in addition to the $1.39 charge, tier 1 begins billing at the minimum indicated with no cap

in addition to the $1.39 charge and tier 1, tier 2 begins billing at the minimum indicated with no cap

Summer residential sewer use charges will be capped at avg monthly winter use (Nov-Mar).

No residential sewer cap will be lower than 3000 gallons per month, per user.

Admin fees are: $3.45 water & $3.45 for sewer = $6.90 total

SERVICE RATES

1" service rates

2" service rates

Residential & 3/4" service rates

1.5" service rates

AS PROPOSED to take effect 5-19-16
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT . 1220 SWEETWATER ROAD . INCLINE VILLAGE NV 89451
PH: (775) 832-1203 . FAX: (775) 832-1260 . EMAIL: PW@IVGID.ORG . WWW.IVGIDPUBLICWORKS.ORG

SERVICE RATES

water base $100.00 water base $166.70

water cap improv $143.60 water cap improv $239.38

sewer base $165.20 sewer base $275.39

sewer cap improv $298.60 sewer cap improv $497.77

admin fees $6.90 admin fees $6.90

defensible space $1.05 defensible space $1.05

3" base monthly invoice $715.35 4" base monthly invoice $1,187.19

sewer use $2.90/1000 sewer use $2.90/1000

water use $1.39/1000 water use $1.32/1000

excess water tier 1* $0.97/1000 excess water tier 1* $1.00/1000

excess water tier 2** $1.23/1000 excess water tier 2** $1.16/1000

*use in excess of 200,000 gal no cap *use in excess of 333,400 gal no cap

**use in excess of 600,000 gal no cap **use in excess of 1,000,200 gal no cap

8" service rates

water base $333.30 water base $533.30

water cap improv $478.62 water cap improv $765.82

sewer base $550.61 sewer base $881.01

sewer cap improv $995.23 sewer cap improv $1,592.43

admin fees $6.90 admin fees $6.90

defensible space $1.05 defensible space $1.05

6" base monthly invoice $2,365.71 8" base monthly invoice $3,780.51

sewer use $2.90/1000 sewer use $2.90/1000

water use $1.39/1000 water use $1.39/1000

excess water tier 1* $0.97/1000 excess water tier 1* $0.97/1000

excess water tier 2** $1.23/1000 excess water tier 2** $1.23/1000

*use in excess of 666,600 gal no cap *use in excess of 1,066,600 gal no cap

**use in excess of 1,999,800 gal no cap **use in excess of 3,199,800 gal no cap

Notes: $1.39 billed on all water use 

in addition to the $1.39 charge, tier 1 begins billing at the minimum indicated with no cap

in addition to the $1.39 charge and tier 1, tier 2 begins billing at the minimum indicated with no cap

Summer residential sewer use charges will be capped at avg monthly winter use (Nov-Mar).

No residential sewer cap will be lower than 3000 gallons per month, per user.

Admin fees are: $3.45 water & $3.45 for sewer = $6.90 total

6" service rates

4" service rates3" service rates

                Rates Effective 5/19/15, Adopted on 4/29/15
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